Abstract-Reservoir description needs to transform its geological model to a simulation model by means of dividing grids. Grid upscaling can reduce the number of geologic model's grids, at the same time it can match the real geosphere. For further to see the impact characteristics of grid upscaling on the results of numerical simulation, this paper study it through four respects: the method of grid upscaling, the degree of grid upscaling, the distribution regularity of plane formation parameters and longitudinal formation characteristics. By changing the grid upscaling method, single grid step, the formation plane permeability differential and the geological model of differential between the layers. Finally, we get the systemic research conclusions of grid upscaling on the numerical simulation of oil reservoir.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reservoir fine description, limited to computer storage and computing cost, has been unable to be widely used in the numerical simulation [1, 2] . Since the birth of grid upscaling, due to its maintaining the basic information of original formation, saving the calculation time, improving the efficiency of the numerical simulation work, it has been getting more favors of reservoir engineers [3] .
This article studies the upscaling of model's permeability, respectively for the grid upscaling method optimization, grid upscaling degree analysis and the formation of vertical heterogeneity and plane heterogeneity of permeability. Systemic conclusions are given, so we can provide referential materials for other reservoir workers.
II. RESEARCH OF GRID UPSCALING METHOD
At present, the widely used upscaling method by reservoir workers can be divided into three categories: Simple average method, composite average method and method based on the flow of three-dimensional numerical solution. This paper selects arithmetic average method (SS), geometric mean method (JH), blend of arithmetic average method (TH-SS) and non-current boundary method (FLD) as representatives for research.
Permeability of the geological model constructed is coarsened respectively by the selected method, results expressed as relative error, upscaling model compared with fine model, as shown in Table 1 : In conclusion, within the scope of the engineering allowable error, you can freely choose upscaling method. And the method based on 3d numerical solution of flow boundary, whose relative error is smaller, is more close to the results of fine description model. FIGURE II. THE WATER CUT CURVES CHANGE WITH THE DEVELOPMENT TIME
III. RESEARCH OF THE DEGREE OF GRID UPSCALING
As shown from the Figure 2 , when in low and medium water cut period, the bigger the grid step length, at the same time the higher water cut; when in high water cut stage, the grid upscaling degree has less effect on the water cut, whose curves approximately converge.
IV. RESEARCH OF PLANE HETEROGENEITY ON THE RESULTS
OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION By changing the formation plane permeability differential, this paper set different formation conditions including 1, 3, 6, 10, 20 five kinds of differential. Recovery datas are shown in Table 2 : As shown from table 2, before and after the upscaling of each model, the greater the permeability differential plane, the lower the recovery.
Select the model of plane permeability differential of 3 and 10 respectively, and compare their water cut -recovery changes, make them into Figure 3 as below:
FIGURE III. CURVES OF WATER CUT CHANGES WITH RECOVERY
As seen from the Figure 3 , when recovery degree is low, the curve are almost coincidence; when recovery increases, under the same condition, the greater the permeability differential plane, the higher the water cut.
V. RESEARCH OF VERTICAL HETEROGENEITY ON THE RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION
Build geological models, under positive and negative rhythm conditions, whose permeability differential between the layers are 1.5，2.3、4、10、20. Recovery data are shown in Table 3:   TABLE III As shown from the table 3, under the same rhythm and upscaling degrees, the greater the differential between the layers, the lower the recovery; recovery of positive rhythm model is lower than its fine model, and the negative ones are opposite.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
(1)The method based on 3d numerical solution of flow boundary is more close to the results of fine description model.
(2) The grid step length has a larger influence on low and medium water cut period, but a smaller influence on high water cut stage; grid step length increases, the time of water breakthrough and recovery, in the same conditions, reduces.
(3) The greater the permeability differential plane, the lower the recovery; under the same condition, the greater the permeability differential plane, the higher the water cut.
(4) Under the same rhythm and upscaling degrees, the greater the differential between the layers, the lower the recovery; recovery of positive rhythm model is lower than its fine model, and the negative ones are opposite. ACKNOWLEDGMENT SUSTENTATION FUNDS: National major oil and gas projects＂Complex reservoir remaining oil distribution and prediction research investigate＂(ZX2011-05009-003).
